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Chapter 5 

Verse 11:  
In many previous instances in Bhagavadgita, Lord Krishna has advised Arjuna that one 
should do one’s work without expecting to receive any fruits of one’s actions, but instead 
should completely dedicate one’s work to God. In this worse, Lord Krisna brings a new twist 
to the often repeaed phrase “dedication of one’s work to God”. He poses the question, “why 
would God ever need the dedication of anybody’s work to Himself especially since he is self-
content, perfect, and the Supreme Why would Lord of everything that exists in this Universe 
need anything from us? He says the enlightened yogis perform their works for the sole 
purpose of purification of their minds. Those who have indeed become accomplished 
in Karma Yoga or prescribed Vedic activities without desiring rewards simply let their 
body, mind and senses perform their natural functions as instruments to effect atma-
suddhi or self-purification which breaks the bonds of the past deeds that bind 
the atma to samsara or the cycle of birth and death. Karma yoga should be performed 
solely for this purpose and not for obtaining worldly or heavenly enjoyments. 

Verse 12:  
In this verse, Lord Krishna explains to Arjuna why despite performing the same actions 

some people are bound to material existence while others are released from it. He uses two 

important words, Yukta and Ayukta, to describe two categories of people: Those who are 

“United in Consciousness with God” and others who are “Not United in Consciousness with 

God”, respectively. The first category comprises Karma Yogis who relinquish desire for the 
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rewards of their actions, and instead engage in works solely for the purpose of self-

purification.  Therefore, they soon attain divine consciousness and eternal bliss. The people 

falling in the second category are those who are incited by material cravings and lustful 

desires for the rewards of their actions.  The reactions of their work simply bind them to 

the material world and the cycle of life and death. 

Verse 13:  
Here, Lord Krishna describes the physical body as the city of nine gates, which include two 

ears, one mouth, two nostrils, two eyes, anus, and genitals. The supreme Lord sits within 

this body, while also controlling all living beings in the world.  When the soul establishes its 

connection with the Lord, it becomes free like Him, even while residing in the body.  Thus, 

the enlightened Yogis do not see themselves as the body, rather, they hold the body and all 

activities performed by it as belonging to God.  Renouncing all actions through their mind, 

such enlightened souls remain happily situated in their body. A person of controlled mind 

and sense organs is well aware that the ego and ideas of I-ness and my- ness revolve around 

the bodily conception so they never ignorantly think that the physical body is who they 

really are and hence understand that any doership is not of the nature of the atma or soul.  

Verse 14:  
One might argue about who is virtuous and who is sinful when the actions of all beings is 

impelled by the Supreme Lord, and hence, both virtuous and sinful actions should go to 

Him. In this verse, Lord Krishna answers this question by emphasizing that God is not 

responsible for our actions as well as the false sense of doership.  The fact is that the soul 

brings this false pride onto itself out of ignorance.  If the soul chooses to do away with the 

ignorance, then God helps dispel it with His grace. Thus, renunciation of the sense of 

doership is the responsibility of the soul.  The body is constituted of the three modes of 

material nature, including Tamas (darkness/ignorance), Rajas (excess/passion) 

and Sattva(goodness/balance), and all actions are performed by these modes.  But out of 

ignorance, the soul identifies with the body and becomes implicated as the doer of actions, 

which are in fact done by material nature. It is the Supreme Lord’s external energy Maya or 

the deluding illusory energy that directs the embodied being according to their degree of 

nescience from reactions to past life activities. 

Verse 15: 
This is a continuation of the theme of the previous verse. Here, Lord Krishna once again 

clarifies that He is not responsible for anyone’s sinful or pious actions, nor does He accept 

them. So, God is not connected to any merit or demerit they may incur by their actions. If 

the Supreme Lord, the impeller of all beings is not involved in the doership and activities of 

the embodied beings and He is not a recipient of any of their merits and demerits, then why 

is it that embodied beings perform actions that bind them to material existence? The 

word jnanam or knowledge denoting cognizance is used to explain this here. One's natural 

cognizance and spiritual discrimination is enveloped in ignorance since time immemorial 

and so the embodied being is infatuated by delusion. They perform sinful activities believing 

them to be good and when they receive severe repercussions as reactions for such sinful 

activities, they blame the Supreme Lord. The individual soul has the freedom to perform 



good or bad actions by the exercise of its own free will.  That free will is the basis of the play 

of creation and it accounts for the varieties of consciousness amongst the souls in 

existence.   

 

 


